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THE BIDEN ADMINISTRATION: NEW PRIORITIES IN THE BANKING,
FINTECH AND DERIVATIVES SECTORS
To Our Clients and Friends:
Now that the first 100 days of the Biden Administration are in full swing, its financial regulatory
priorities are becoming clearer. In this Client Alert, we discuss where we expect the Administration to
focus, with respect to the banking, fintech, and derivatives sectors.
We believe these to be the principal takeaways:
•

The Administration’s whole-of-government emphasis on climate change issues should inform
the regulatory agencies’ agendas far more than in the past.

•

The Administration’s focus on racial justice will likely lead to increased enforcement activities,
particularly by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), as well as to a reexamination
of the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency’s (OCC) recently revised Community
Reinvestment Act (CRA) regulations.

•

President Biden’s choices to head the OCC, Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) will have significant input into the regulation
of digital assets and fintech, with certain Trump-era regulations likely being subject to
reexamination.

•

The CFPB can be expected to return to Obama Administration priorities and enforcement
activity, with large financial institutions the likely targets.

•

The CFTC is likely to increase its aggressive enforcement in the derivatives and commodities
markets, as well as maintain a keen focus on climate-related risks in those markets.

•

At the federal legislative level, Representative Maxine Waters (D-CA) and Senator Sherrod
Brown (D-OH), both committee chairs, will likely focus on pandemic relief, inequity in housing,
consumer protection, and climate change; in addition, cannabis banking legislation may finally
be advanced.

•

In the immediate future, Congress is focused on the market volatility brought to light by the
GameStop short squeeze, including a House Financial Services Committee hearing currently
scheduled for February 18th with high-level executives of Robinhood, Citadel, Reddit, and
Melvin Capital testifying. The House Financial Services Committee and Senate Banking
Committee are also likely to consider legislation to ensure more market stability and possibly
regulate order-flow payments.

A. Overarching Administration Priorities: Combatting Climate Change and Advancing Racial
Justice
1. Climate Change
Climate change will be a new priority for the financial regulators. At her confirmation hearing, Treasury
Secretary Janet Yellen called climate change an “existential threat” and stated that she plans to create a
special unit, led by a senior official, to examine the risks that climate change poses to the financial
system.[1] It is therefore reasonable to expect that the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC),
which Secretary Yellen chairs, will investigate climate-related risks. In December 2020, Senator Dianne
Feinstein (D-CA) introduced the Addressing Climate Financial Risk Act, which among other things
would establish a permanent FSOC committee to advise the FSOC in producing a report on how to
improve the ability of the financial regulatory system to identify and mitigate climate risk.[2] Although
Senator Feinstein’s bill will have to be reintroduced this year in the new Congress, Senator Feinstein has
called on Secretary Yellen to implement key provisions of the bill via executive action.[3]
In a September 2020 report, titled “Managing Climate Risk in the U.S. Financial System” (the “Report”),
the CFTC’s Climate-Related Market Risk Subcommittee of the Market Risk Advisory Committee
recommended that the FSOC incorporate climate-related financial risks into its existing oversight
function.[4] The Report makes the following policy recommendations:
•

Congress should establish a price on carbon through legislation; this would be the single most
important step to manage climate risk and drive an appropriate allocation of capital.

•

Financial regulators should actively promote, and in some cases require, better understanding,
quantification, disclosure, and management of climate-related risks by financial institutions and
other market participants.

•

Financial regulators should undertake and assist financial institutions to undertake their own pilot
climate-risks stress testing.

•

International collaboration and harmonization should be sought, and indeed, are critical for
success in this area.

The Federal Reserve too has started to focus on climate issues. It created a Supervision Climate
Committee, a system-wide group meant to build out the Federal Reserve’s capacity to understand the
potential implications of climate change for financial institutions, infrastructure, and the markets.[5] In
addition, the Federal Reserve is continuing its engagement with the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision’s Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Risks to develop recommendations for effective
supervisory practices to mitigate climate-related financial risks, and has started to incorporate climate
analysis into its Financial Stability Report and Supervision and Regulation Report.[6] And in December,
the Federal Reserve became a full member of the Network for Greening the Financial System, a group
of central banks and supervisors working to define and promote green finance best practices.[7] In
addition, just this month, a paper published by the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco noted that the
Federal Reserve has begun incorporating the impacts of global warming into its regulations, including
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by using climate stress tests and climate scenario analysis to measure banks’ vulnerability to climaterelated losses.[8]
2. Advancing Racial Justice
The financial regulatory agency most likely to take the lead on racial justice issues is the CFPB. Acting
CFPB Director Dave Uejio recently wrote that, in addition to pandemic-related relief, racial equity was
his top priority, and that fair lending enforcement would be a major part of this focus.[9] On February
4th, Acting Director Uejio stated that he was asking the CFPB’s Division of Research, Markets, and
Regulations to
•

prepare an analysis on housing insecurity, including mortgage foreclosures, mobile home
repossessions, and landlord-tenant evictions;

•

prepare an analysis of the most pressing consumer finance barriers to racial equity to inform
research and rulemaking priorities;

•

explicitly include in policy proposals the racial equity impact of the policy intervention;

•

resume data collections paused at the beginning of the pandemic, including HMDA quarterly
reporting and the CARD Act data collection, as well as the previously completed 1071 data
collection and the ongoing PACE data collection;

•

focus the mortgage servicing rulemaking on pandemic response to avert, to the extent possible,
a foreclosure crisis when the COVID-19 forbearances end in March and April; and

•

explore options for preserving the status quo with respect to Qualified Mortgage and debt
collection rules.[10]

Through such actions, the Biden CFPB would join in the efforts of certain states that have made strides
in fair lending regulation, passing legislation to regulate more strictly student loan servicers[11] and to
mandate small business truth-in-lending disclosures.[12] One should also expect the CFPB to investigate
algorithmic models used in credit underwriting as to whether those models disparately impact minority
borrowers.
The CRA will be another focus. In May 2020, under Acting Comptroller Brooks, the OCC finalized a
substantial change to its CRA regulations, which community groups severely criticized.[13] The
Federal Reserve and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation declined to join the OCC’s action, and in
October 2020, the Federal Reserve published an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to solicit
input regarding modernizing its CRA regulatory and supervisory framework, taking a different approach
from the OCC’s.[14] We expect that a Biden-appointed Comptroller of the Currency is likely to revisit
Acting Comptroller Brooks’ revisions.
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B. Other Expected Priorities
1. Digital Assets and Cryptocurrencies
How President Biden staffs the heads of three regulatory agencies – the SEC, OCC and CFTC – may
have significant effects on the regulation of digital assets and cryptocurrencies.[15] Gary Gensler,
nominated to head the SEC and the former Chair of the CFTC, is now a Senior Faculty Advisor to the
Digital Currency Initiative at MIT’s Sloan School of Management, where he teaches classes on
blockchain technology and digital currencies.[16] Michael Barr, a Treasury official in both the Clinton
and Obama Administrations, has been identified as a leading candidate to head the OCC; Mr. Barr has
served as an advisor to Ripple, on Lending Club’s board, and on the fintech advisory council for the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation.[17] And Chris Brummer, a Georgetown Law professor who was twice
nominated as a CFTC Commissioner in the Obama Administration, has been mentioned as a potential
CFTC Chair; when at Georgetown Law, he founded DC Fintech Week.[18]
Each of these agencies will have important digital asset and cryptocurrency issues on its agenda. Just at
the end of the Trump Administration, the SEC brought an enforcement action against Ripple Labs Inc.
and two of its executives on the grounds that the sale of Ripple’s digital asset, XRP, was an unregistered
securities offering under the federal securities laws.[19] A Gensler-led SEC will need to decide whether
to continue this action, whether to provide guidance on which digital tokens are securities, and whether
digital asset exchanges have to register as national securities exchanges or alternative trading
systems.[20] Although Mr. Gensler has espoused openness to helping digital assets and cryptocurrencies
reach their “real potential in the world of finance,” even if doing so requires “tailor[ing] some of th[e]
rules and regulations” to their ecosystem, he has also taken the view that “100 to 200” exchanges “are
basically operating outside of U.S. law.”[21]
A second issue that the Gensler-led SEC will need to address is custody. During the Trump
Administration, the SEC issued a statement and requested comments regarding the application of the
Customer Protection Rule (Rule 15c3-3) to cryptocurrencies and other digital assets. Similar to a safeharbor provision, the statement essentially maps a path for specialized broker-dealers to operate for five
years without fear of an enforcement action in this area where they maintain physical possession or
control of digital asset securities.[22] With the request for comment, however, the SEC suggests that it
is looking to establish permanent rules in this area.
At the end of the Trump Administration, the OCC moved to the forefront of cryptocurrency regulation
by approving the charter conversion application of Anchorage Trust Company.[23] A second charter
conversion application was approved just last week, for Protego Trust Company.[24] Whether the OCC
will continue to stake out this leadership position under a new Comptroller is therefore a significant
question. On these issues, the fact that there has been controversy about who the new Comptroller will
in fact be – progressives have been pushing President Biden to name Professor Mehrsa Baradaran, in
part because of her skepticism about fintech, rather than Michael Barr – makes it more difficult to offer
definitive predictions.
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The CFTC, moreover, remains an important regulator in the area. It has jurisdiction over futures and
other derivatives contracts on cryptocurrencies, which continue to be developed, and it also has
jurisdiction over manipulation in the spot markets for cryptocurrencies that are not securities (e.g.,
bitcoin and ether) if such manipulation affects a CFTC-regulated futures market. Given the recent
significant volatility and meteoric rise in prices in Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, the CFTC’s
aggressiveness in exercising its legal authority in these areas could have substantial effects.
2. Fintech: The OCC and Trump Administration Rulemakings
Before leaving government service, Trump Acting Comptroller of the Currency Brian Brooks oversaw
several important actions of particular relevance to fintech companies.
The first relates to the so-called “Special Purpose National Bank Charter” for financial technology
companies, which was first announced by Obama Administration Comptroller of the Currency Thomas
Curry in late 2016.[25] The New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) reacted to this
development by suing the OCC, arguing that the OCC did not have the authority under the National
Bank Act to grant such charters. A district judge in the United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York agreed with NYDFS,[26] and this case is on appeal to the Second Circuit Court of
Appeals.[27] In November 2020, the OCC accepted a charter application by the fintech Figure
Technologies, Inc. and was shortly thereafter sued again – this time by the Conference of State Bank
Supervisors Inc. (CSBS) in federal district court in Washington, DC.[28] The new Comptroller will have
to determine whether to press ahead with – and defend in court – the “Special Purpose National Bank”
and other non-traditional charters.
The other significant actions taken by the OCC under Acting Comptroller Brooks were two rules passed
in response to the 2015 Second Circuit decision, Madden v. Midland Funding LLC.[29] Madden limited
the application of National Bank Act preemption of state usury laws in the case of nonbanks that purchase
debt originated by a national bank.[30] For many fintechs and other nonbank lenders that partner with
loan-originating banks, the Madden decision increased uncertainty as to whether nonbanks become
subject to state interest rate caps upon purchasing a loan that, at the time of origination, was not subject
to the same requirements. In 2020, the OCC issued the “valid-when-made” rule, which took the position
that “interest permissible before [a loan] transfer continues to be permissible after the transfer,”[31] and
the “true lender” rule, which stated that a national bank is the “true lender” for a loan if the national bank
is either named as such on the loan documents or funds the loan.[32]
As in the case of the “Special Purpose National Bank” charter, certain states challenged the rules in
federal court.[33] The states argued that the OCC exceeded its statutory authority in issuing the rules
and also focused on the rules’ effects on the states’ authority to regulate interest rates and enforce
consumer protection laws more broadly, claiming that the rules are “contrary to Congressional actions
to rein in the OCC’s ability to preempt state consumer protection laws.”[34] Briefing is underway on
cross-motions for summary judgment regarding the “valid-when-made” rule, and a hearing is calendared
for mid-March.[35] With the proceedings regarding the true lender rule only a few months behind, these
two cases may provide early indications about the new Comptroller’s priorities.
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3. An Invigorated CFPB
Rohit Chopra, President Biden’s appointee for the CFPB Director, served in the Obama Administration
as the CFPB’s expert on the student loan industry; he also served as a Democratic FTC Commissioner
during the Trump Presidency. If confirmed, his appointment suggests that the CFPB will become a more
active enforcement agency, as was the case in the Obama Administration. Mr. Chopra’s public
statements while FTC Commissioner have encompassed the following important themes: (i) a focus of
enforcement efforts on larger firms rather than small businesses; (ii) targeting firms that facilitate and
profit from the largest frauds; (iii) shifting from one-off enforcement actions to systemic enforcement
efforts; (iv) making greater use of rulemaking, including by codifying enforcement policy; and (v) cooperating with state attorneys general in the enforcement process.[36] The CFPB may also be expected
– like the OCC as described above – to revisit certain Trump-era rulemakings, such as its rulemakings
on payday lending, qualified mortgages, and debt collection.
4. Shifting Priorities and Continuing Enforcement at the CFTC
Like the SEC, the CFTC will become a majority-Democratic Commission. It is possible that a new CFTC
may seek to revisit some of the rules that were finalized on party-line votes under the Trump
Administration. For example, in July 2020, the CFTC approved, by a 3-2 party line vote, a final rule
addressing cross-border application of the swap dealer and major swap participant registration
requirements.[37] In dissent, Commissioner Rostin Behnam criticized the final rule as “refusing to
appropriately retain jurisdiction . . . over transactions that are arranged, negotiated or executed in the
United States by non-U.S. [swap dealers].”[38] Commissioner Dan Berkovitz critiqued the final rule for
“par[ing] back . . . extraterritorial application” of the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) and setting “a
weak and vague standard” for substituted compliance under a “comparable” regulatory regime.[39]
Although Professor Brummer, a contender to lead the CFTC, has written extensively about the role of
supervisory cooperation and coordination among international regulators,[40] he has also emphasized
that the U.S. should “lead by example” and first “commit to the highest standards” before partnering
with regulators abroad “who are like-minded,” indicating that he too would support a stronger crossborder rule.[41]
A changed CFTC is likely to result in increased enforcement and collaboration between the CFTC and
other agencies, like the Department of Justice. For instance, in October 2020, the DOJ and the CFTC
brought related actions against BitMEX based on allegations that BitMEX illegally operated a
cryptocurrency derivatives trading platform and violated the anti-money laundering provisions of the
Bank Secrecy Act.[42] In December 2020, the CFTC announced a settlement with Vitol, Inc., marking
the CFTC’s first public action coming out of its initiative to pursue violations of the CEA involving
foreign corruption.[43] The CFTC worked with the Department of Justice and the United States
Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of New York, which announced a Deferred Prosecution
Agreement with Vitol the same day.
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C. Congressional Priorities
With a Democratic majority in both houses of Congress, legislative priorities will be shaped by the two
relevant Committee chairs, Maxine Waters (D-CA) and Sherrod Brown (D-OH).
In December 2020, Representative Waters sent President Biden a public letter with recommendations on
areas where she thinks immediate action should be taken.[44] These include:
•

Promoting stable and affordable housing;

•

Increasing CFPB enforcement of consumer financial protection laws;

•

Restoring and enhancing regulatory safeguards on the financial system, including reversing rules
that eased prudential requirements for large banks and strengthening the capital regulatory
framework;

•

Addressing discriminatory lending issues; and

•

Focusing on climate risks, particularly in the insurance sector.

The hearings scheduled by the House Financial Services Committee also provide insight into what issues
the committee believes are the most pressing, including the need for additional pandemic relief,
particularly for small and minority-owned businesses, climate change, and lending discrimination. Given
recent events, the Committee has also scheduled hearings on the recent market volatility involving
GameStop and domestic terrorist financing.[45]
In the Senate, Sherrod Brown (D-OH), the chairman of the Senate Banking Committee, is likely to take
a more aggressive stance toward the financial services industry than his predecessor, Senator Mike Crapo
(R-ID). Senator Brown is known as one of Congress’s fiercest critics of Wall Street, and plans to reorient
the focus of the Banking Committee on addressing the fallout of the pandemic and climate change, and
strengthening regulations.[46] Senator Brown’s focus in the immediate future is extending protections
from eviction, and affordable housing and housing access will continue to be a priority for the
committee.[47] Senator Brown is also keen on a public-banking option and caps on interests rates for
payday loans, and has said he intends to investigate the relationship among stock prices, executive
compensation, and workers’ wages.[48]
A final area of potential legislative action is cannabis banking. In Congress, the SAFE Banking Act, a
bill that would enable banks to offer financial services to legitimate marijuana- and hemp-related
businesses, could be re-introduced. Because cannabis remains classified as a Schedule I controlled
substance, most financial institutions refrain from providing services to legal cannabis businesses out of
fear of adverse regulatory and supervisory action and federal forfeiture based on racketeering or
trafficking charges. The SAFE Banking Act would prohibit such regulatory actions and shield banks
from liability premised solely on the provision of financial services to a marijuana- or hemp-related
business. The SAFE Banking Act passed the House with bipartisan support in 2019, and was originally
included in the Heroes Act, passed by the House in May 2020 in response to the COVID-19
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pandemic. However, the bill was dropped from the COVID relief measures ultimately enacted in
December 2020, and the bill has not come up for a vote yet in the Senate despite some bipartisan support.
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